Microorganisms efficiently coordinate phenotype expressions through a decision-making 11 process known as quorum sensing (QS). We investigated QS amongst heterogeneously 12 distributed microbial aggregates under various flow conditions using a process-driven numerical 13 model. Model simulations assess the conditions suitable for QS induction and quantify the 14 importance of advective transport of signaling molecules. In addition, advection dilutes signaling 15 molecules so that faster flow conditions require higher microbial densities, faster signal 16 production rates, or higher sensitivities to signaling molecules to induce QS. However, 17 autoinduction of signal production can substantially increase the transport distance of signaling 18 molecules in both upstream and downstream directions. We present approximate analytical 19 solutions of the advection-diffusion-reaction equation that describe the concentration profiles of 20 signaling molecules for a wide range of flow and reaction rates. These empirical relationships, 21 which predict the distribution of dissolved solutes following zero-order production kinetics along 22 pore channels, allow to quantitatively estimate the effective communication distances amongst 23 multiple microbial aggregates without further numerical simulations. 24 25 Author Summary
99 diffusivity. The last term on the right-hand side of the equation represents the production rate of 100 signaling molecules. QS induction often displays a switch-like behavior [9, 26, 27] , which is 101 represented in the model by a step function with a higher signal production rate above the 102 threshold concentration of signaling molecule:
[ -] = { 1, ( ≥ ), 0, ( < ).
(2) 103 and F represents a multiplication factor. Here F is set to either 10 to reflects the magnitude of 104 autoinduced signal production [10] or 0 in the absence of autoinduction. is the QS induction 105 threshold, is the basal production rate constant of signaling molecules, and is the microbial 106 density. Note that we are ignoring the breakdown of signaling molecules [28] , limiting us to 107 settings where production and transport are the dominant processes. 108
To describe the characteristic properties of a microbial system across various flow and 109 reaction conditions, Eq. 1 was recast by introducing dimensionless quantities , , = = 2 ∇ = 110 , , u = , where is a characteristic length (i.e. the width of the flow channel), is a ∇ = 111 characteristic fluid velocity (here, the average pore fluid velocity), and is a threshold biomass 112 density required for QS induction, resulting in:
113 This nondimensionalized ADRE is fully characterized by the Péclet number, expressing the 114 magnitude of advective flow relative to diffusion ( ), and the diffusive Damköhler = 115 number, comparing reaction to diffusion ( ; where )
116 with high Da -either due to high k' (i.e. fast signal production), high B (i.e. high microbial 117 density), or low (i.e. high sensitivity to signaling molecules) -is more likely to be QS induced. 118 An important property of Eq. 3 is that its solution linearly scales in Da. For example, if Da is 119 increased 2-fold at a fixed Pe condition, the concentrations of signaling molecule are doubled. 120 This linearity allows to calculate the concentration distribution of signaling molecules for any Da 121 from a single simulation result with an arbitrary Da at a given Pe. However, this simple approach 122 cannot be applied to the flow conditions because the solution is not linear in Pe. Therefore, 123 multiple numerical simulations were carried out with 24 Pe conditions (Pe  {0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 124 0.9, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10}) while Da was fixed at 5. 125 For the 2D simulations in a pore channel shown below, the flow field was established by 126 imposing pressures at in-and outlet and no flow conditions at the top and bottom boundaries, 127 resulting in a flow from left to right. Fixed concentration (A| left-boundary, x=0 = 0) and no-gradient 128 (A/x| right-boundary, x=4 = 0) boundary conditions were imposed at the inlet and outlet boundaries, 129 with no-flux at the top and bottom boundaries, respectively. All simulations were run to steady 130 state. (10) = 0.1051 -0.2522 + 0.1082 (11) =-7.5322 -0.0464 + 8.7195
(12) 212
Eqs. 5 and 6 can be used as approximations of the concentration profiles along a pore 213 channel without running simulations for various Pe conditions, with the microbial aggregate 214 located at x = 1. Due to the linearity in Da, the concentration profiles at different Da conditions 215 can be calculated simply by multiplying Da/Da  to Eqs. 5 and 6, so that
216
These analytical expressions are applicable not only to QS but also to other chemical 217 processes subject to zero-order production reactions. They are valid when the microbial 218 aggregates have a negligible impact on flow fields, which is a reasonable approximation for low 219 microbial density conditions. However, it may not hold when biomass grow large and perturb 220 flows substantially which would require models fully resolving nonlinear feedback between fluid QS often involves autoinduction which substantially increases signal production rates. The 228 effect of autoinduction on transport distances was investigated by using Eq. 13 for the conditions 229 without (F = 0; Da = Da  ) and with (F = 10; Da = 11Da  ) enhanced signal production. The 230 transport distances from a single microbial aggregate under various Pe were then calculated 231 using Eq. 13 for the location x. . 4b ) the enhanced signal 240 production at Pe = 1, 5, and 10. The concentration ratios (0.1 ≤ A/A max ≤ 0.9) were used instead 241 of absolute concentrations to generalize transport distances for various Da conditions. For 242 example, the transport distance (d A ) for A/A max = 0.5 indicates that A(x 0 +d A ) = 0.5 if Da = Da  243 while A(x 0 +d A ) = 0.05 when Da = 0.1Da  . The consequence of the enhanced signal production 244 was the significant increase of d up and d dn . Without the enhanced signal production, d up and d dn 245 for A/A max = 0.4 at Pe = 1 were estimated as 0.021 and 0.024, respectively (Fig. 4a ). These values 246 increased to d up = 0.1 and d dn = 1.28 with the enhanced signal production (Fig. 4b ). The 247 downstream transport distance of 1.28 is translated into 6.4 mm in a flow channel with = 1 cm. 248 This result is much longer than the generally observed ranges of calling distances [33] . However, 249 we emphasize again that the transport distance merely indicates the distance of signaling 250 molecules transported from a source location while the calling distance involves QS induced 251 microbial cells or aggregates. 252 253 QS induction between spatially distributed multiple microbial aggregates 254 QS processes of multiple aggregates were investigated by constructing the concentration 255 profiles using Eq. 14. Concentration fields of signaling molecules with multiple microbial 256 aggregates can be calculated as the superposition of the concentration profile produced by each 257 individual aggregate:
258 where n is the number of aggregates, d i0 is the distance between x i and x 0 (d i0 = x i -x 0 ), x i is the 259 location of ith aggregate, x 0 is the reference location (x 0 = 1), Da i is the Da calculated only with 260 the density of ith microbial aggregate (i.e. microscopic Da), and A up and A dn are Eqs. 5 and 6, 261 respectively. Here, an example system with macroscopic Da (Da T = Da i ) = 3.2Da  consist of 262 four aggregates ( 1-4 ) located at x 1 = 0.4, x 2 = 1, x 3 = 1.096, and x 4 = 1.7 with the evenly 263 distributed microscopic Da i (i.e. Da 1 = Da 2 = Da 3 = Da 4 = 0.8Da  ) was tested. In using Eq. 14, 264 the profile was first constructed for Da i = Da * that does not consider autoinduction (F = 0). 265 Then, if there is an aggregate with A(x i ) ≥ 1, the profile was recalculated with updated Da i = 266 (1+F)Da * until all Da i with A ≥ 1 were updated. The signal concentration profile produced by four aggregates without the enhanced signal 274 production (F = 0) illustrates the crucial importance of relative positioning of microbial 275 aggregates for QS induction with respect not only to each aggregate but also to the flow direction 276 (Fig. 5a ). The microscopic Da i was set such that the maximum concentration produced by a 277 single aggregate was 0.8, as observed at the most upstream location ( 1 at x 1 = 0.4). But due to 278 transport, the local concentration at 2 reached 0.879, receiving A of 0.048 and 0.031 from 1 279 and 3 , respectively. 3 received slightly less signaling molecules from 1 (A = 0.044) due to the 280 longer distance of 3 than 2 from 1 . However, 2 provided much more signaling molecules (A 281 = 0.157) to 3 than was provided by 3 because of advective flows favoring downstream 282 transport of signaling molecules (Figs. 2 and 4) . As a consequence, 3 exceeded the QS 283 threshold (A(x 3 ) = 0.044 from 1 + 0.157 from 2 + 0.8 from 3 + 0 from 4 = 1.001 > 1) while 284 the upstream located 2 did not. The QS induction of 3 demonstrates the importance of 285 transport distances. QS induction was achieved because of the upstream aggregates located 286 within the transport distance of 0.696. However, the calling distance would have been estimated 287 as the length of a grid voxel (0.002) because only 3 was QS induced. Therefore, considering 288 only the calling distance could lead to the wrong conclusion that the local Da condition at 3 (i.e. 289 Da 3 = 0.8Da  ) is a sufficient condition for QS induction. Although 4 did not reach the QS 290 induction threshold, it received A from all the other aggregates resulting in a concentration (A(x 4 ) 291 = 0.029 + 0.044 + 0.048 + 0.8 = 0.921) that was higher than at 2 despite the longest separation 292 distance from other aggregates. 293
Accounting for QS induction (F = 10) increased the transport distances and hence induced 294 other aggregates (Fig. 5b ). With the same spatial distribution, QS-induced 3 produced signaling 295 molecules much more and faster (i.e. k ' = 11 and Da 3 = 8.8Da  ) and provided more signaling 296 molecules to 2 . As a result, A(x 2 ) exceeded the QS threshold (0.048 + 0.8 + 0.335 + 0 = 1.183). 297 The QS induction of 2 and 3 resulted in the final signal concentrations of A(x 2 ) = 9.183 (= 298 0.048 + 8.8 + 0.035 + 0) and A(x 3 ) = 10.569 (= 0.044 + 1.725 + 8.8 + 0). While 4 still did not 299 contribute signaling molecules to any of upstream aggregates, enhanced contribution from 2 300 and 3 QS induced 4 , A(x 4 ) = 9.839 (= 0.029 + 0.48 + 0.53 + 8.8). Despite increased transport 301 distances by QS induction, 1 was still too far away from the other aggregates thus the signal 302 concentration at 1 remained unchanged A(x 1 ) = 0.8. As a result of the QS induction of 2-4 , Da T 303 had increased from the initial 3.2Da  (= 0.8Da   4) to 27.2Da  (= 0.8Da  + 3  11  0.8Da  ).
304
This example illustrates the importance of enhanced signal production on the spatial 305 propagation of QS induction. While only 3 experienced signaling molecule levels that could 306 induce QS when all the aggregates produce signaling molecules at the basal production rate, the 307 enhanced signal production of 3 when considering induced production (F = 10) provided more 308 signaling molecules to its adjacent microbial aggregates and resulted in the QS induction of 309 neighboring aggregates, 2 and 4 . It may be counterintuitive that the upstream-located 2 was 310 also QS-induced by the contribution from 3 despite the contracted upstream transport distances 311 under the presence of advective flows. This result shows that the enhanced signal production can 312 overcome the influence of advection and promote QS induction, and provide a way to provoke 313 upstream microbial aggregates, for example, to slow down the substrate consumption to ensure 314 efficient resource utilization in crowded environments [34] . 315 316 Implications 317 This study has demonstrated that advection and the enhanced signal production can determine 318 the spatial extent of QS induction. Although QS mediated gene expression has been understood 319 as evolutionarily beneficial collective behaviors, long transport distances observed in study 320 suggests that it may not be always true. The transport of signaling molecules, especially in 321 downstream direction, combined with enhanced signal production, suggests that QS induction 322 can be decoupled from microbial density. In the above example, any microbial cell located where 323 A > 1 (e.g. A(x = 2.5) = 1.05 in Fig. 5b ) would have been QS-induced, independent of the local 324 cell density. This could lead to detrimental impacts on a microbial population, unless there are 325 other counteracting mechanisms such as differential QS induction sensitivity to signal 326 concentration even in within a clonal population [25] or biofilm formation modifying local 327 transport characteristics [39] . Future investigations should explicitly examine the evolutionary 328 consequences of QS strategies in spatially heterogeneous environments under advective-329 diffusion-reaction dynamics. 330 331 332 Numerical methods 333 We used the Lattice Boltzmann (LB) method to implement a numerical model for the 334 transport of signaling molecules due to diffusion and advection. The LB method is a mesoscopic 335 approach solving the Boltzmann equation across a defined set of particles which recovers the 336 macroscopic Navier-Stokes equation (NSE) and ADRE [40] . First, we obtained the flow field by 337 solving the particle distribution function f:
338 where particles f i (r,t) travel in the direction i with the lattice velocity c i (c 0 = (0,0), c 1 = (1,0), c 2 339 = (0,1), c 3 = (-1,0) , c 4 = (0,-1) , c 5 = (1,1) , c 6 = (-1,1) , c 7 = (-1,-1) , c 8 = (1,-1)) to a new position 340 r+ c i t after a time step t. The relaxation time () was described by the commonly used = 2 ( -Δ 2 )
348 Once the flow field was obtained, we simulated solute transport with a particle distribution 349 function g, using the regularized LB algorithm (RLB) for numerical accuracy [42, 43] 
